Public Notice
Dated: 30 June 2021

Declaration of results of Assam Olympiad-2021

National Testing Agency (NTA) conducted the Assam Olympiad – 2021, in Maths and Science, in Paper-Pen based Mode, on 11th April 2021 at 140 exam centres across 130 cities in Assam, on behalf of Axom Sarbha Siksha Abhiyan Mission (ASSAM), for the students studying in Class VI to Class XII in the Govt. schools located in Assam.

The exam was delivered in four languages, Assamese, Bengali, Bodo and English. The paper was objective type with Multiple Choice Questions. Candidates were required to answer the questions on OMR answer sheets.

Post exam, Questions, answer keys, OMR answer sheets and recorded responses of candidates were hosted on the NTA website on 15.06.2021 and 16.06.2021 and challenges were invited from the candidates. Challenges received were verified by experts and the verified finalised answer keys were used for result processing.

Results of the exam are uploaded on https://ao.nta.ac.in/results/. Individual candidates can log in to the site using their application number and date of birth and view their Score Card, download and print them.

Candidates are advised to take note of the above and act accordingly.

(Dr. Sadhana Parashar)
Sr. Director (Exams)